Abstract-In this paper, we propose a novel method for 1D infrared camera distortion based on polynomial model. We derive a 1D camera calibration algorithm and then estimate the distortion parameters by means of minimum calibration error. The used polynomial model is linear, such that the estimation can be finished with low computation burden without losing accuracy. The proposed method is validated with real images. The experimental results show that the distortion parameters can be estimated with high accuracy up to about 2-pixel mean error in less than 10 iterations.
INTRODUCTION
Infrared ray imaging has been widely used in many fields, such as infrared spectrum for disease diagnosis [1] , industry examined [2] , astronomy [3] . Infrared camera [4] has been quickly developed with development of electronic technology, which has advantages of low cost and high quality. In our study, we use infrared camera for real computer screen image coordinate, and then we reconstructed the world coordinate of computer screen by projective algorithm. However, due to limitation of the manufacturer technology, lens distortion can not be avoided, which has a great negative influence to the quality of imaging. Until recently, The lens with high imaging quality has been tested under awfully rigid condition. Unfortunately, different degrees of distortion has still been produced, which results in much error for image processing, especially for camera calibration. Although this problem can not be eliminated，we are able to reduce the distortion degree by use of hardware or software improvement.
The problem of camera distortion has attracted the attention of researchers in the computer vision community, and many papers have been devoted to seek the optimal mathematics distortion model for different lens or different application environment. The distortion included radial and tangent [5] , while the tangent distortion can be ignored in the practical application. So the radial distortion is a significant problem in the analysis of digital images. R.I.Hartley and A. Zisserman [6] developed the polynomial model for wide angel lens. A. W. Fitzgibbon [7] showed that for low distortion, it is possible to obtain a solution for both epipolar geometry and a single parameter of lens distortion. F. Devernay and O. Faugeras [8] proposed a model based on the fish-eye lens design parameters, this physical basis results in an excellent distortion fit. The rational function model [14] for wide-angel and catadioptric lenses is derivate of the rational cubic camera described by R. I. Hartley and T. Saxena [9] , which is not specialized to any particular lens geometry.
The core of lens distortion problem is how to solve distortion parameters incorporated the algebra method or geometry constraints. There are various distortion models for camera calibration, but there is no general algorithm for any lens since we are not clear that the really causing. The polynomial model has been widely used in various field, which is simple and easy to implement, resulting in fast computation. The method [6] is also most popular in computer vision for distortion, choosing different orders according to requirement of accuracy. In additional, currently most of distortion methods is derived from 2D image information or geometry constraints [10] . However, there are few papers addressing the problem of 1D camera calibration and distortion.
In this paper, we propose a novel method for 1D infrared camera distortion based on polynomial model. We derive the 1D camera calibration algorithm and then employ the minimum calibration error for distortion parameters solution. The used polynomial model is linear, such that the estimation can be finished with low computation burden without losing accuracy. Our method is generic enough because it allows for any algebraic distortion model without making any extra assumption of the distortion model.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Currently, a lot of researchers have devoted to lens distortion, and developed many algorithms. But the drawback of the previous works [6-11] depended on 2D image information, such as straight line or epipolar geometry constraints. Nevertheless, in our study, we have to solve 1D camera distortion problem. The points in 1D space are independent, among which have no relationship. Unlike the information of straight line in the 2D images. So it is bound to the difficulty of utilizing the presently method to realize undistortion. In this paper, we proposed a novel method for 1D infrared camera distortion after analyzing the cause of infrared camera distortion. The proposed method is a derivate of the polynomial model, and here we reduce the polynomial with minimum calibration error. We can obtain a exactness, robust and reliable distortion parameters for 1D camera undistortion.
A. Proposed 1D camera calibration algorithm
This section explains the theory of calibration that is important for distortion, we briefly sketch this method. The camera imaging model is originated from pin-hole model [6], we reduce the model to find the map between 1D image coordinate and 2D world coordinate. Let u and [xw, yw] respectively denote image space coordinate and world screen coordinate. We can get projective map as : 
Where yc is scale factor, and the 2×3 projective 
is the calibration matrix, which we need to estimate. After calibration, we can get the projective map between image space and screen space, and thus the [xw, yw] can be computed accurately.
The (1) is also written as： , and we know that the six unknown elements in projective matrix are dependent [11] , which is related to two intrinsic parameters and four extrinsic parameters included two rotations and two translations. We can make use of the constraints above mentioned to solve projective matrix. For camera intrinsic parameters are constant, we can derive that Frobenius norm of projective matrix is constant. As result, we can solve (4) by the constraints above mentioned.
B. Proposed distortion algorithm
Polynomial model is the most popular model to describe radial distortion. We expand the distortion model with six orders Taylor series, and we can get:
is distortion parameters, and u is the original image coordinate of touch points, ' u is the undistortion coordinate.
We can get distortion parameters by use of calibration points after calibration, the (2) can be rewritten with using the u instead of ' u : (7) in (5) we get:
Put whole calibration points into (7), so get (8) is written as:
According to least square estimation, we can get
So we can obtain the distortion parameters using (10).
C. Algorithm implemention
Note that we can get the distortion parameters using the proposed algorithm. The algorithm implementation is detailed as follows.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We tested our algorithm on real image using 1D infrared camera, and the calibration points was set by manual which we know theirs ideal world coordinate. To our knowledge, the camera intrinsic parameters are constant, so we assume Step8: output error results , η σ and undistortion coordinate u′ , iterative stop the distortion central is center of the image, and using (11) for error estimation. is obtained by projective matrix. Our results are given in the table below. we can easily see that minimum error is as low as two pixels. Whatever, the mean error in horizon and vertical decreased to thirtieth.
Figure1 gives distortion estimation matches the real distortion distribution. Abscissa denotes camera image coordinate and degrees of distortion is expressed on vertical. Blue cross represents the real distortion, red dot denotes imitated from undistortion. The results show that the method in this paper is good at estimating the distortion parameters. We have compared the performance of the method with respect to undistortion and ideal coordinate. As can be seen from Figure2, the undistortion applying our proposed method is close to ideal location. Blue circle represented the ideal coordinate (here get it from projective map), and green cross denoted coordinate before distorting, and red dot was undistortion coordinate. Because there was some image points that were overflowed the range of screen. In order to improve distortion accuracy, we set a bond for screen coordinate in combination with Levenberg-Marquardt [13] optimal algorithm, which did a great help for eliminating outliers (out of screen area). We also employed RANSAC [12] to suppress image noise. Figure3 depicted the algorithm has a good convergence, which can converge in ten times. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we show that the estimating of 1D infrared camera radial distortion can be effectively decoupled from the estimating of other intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters. Moreover, distortion parameters were determined by linear solution, which not only can reduce computation complex, but also yield accuracy calibration parameteres. In additional, the obtained estimation is accurate enough for many practical applications.
We tested the reliability of our method against noise and outliers(out of screen area). Experiments with real data showed that the technique developed is numerically accuracy with low computation burden, which get high accuracy calibration parameters, even in severe distortion. However, by some effort our method could be extended to some transcendental models. This will be our future work. So we still need a better way to validate the distortion models (e. g, measure the re-projection error).
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